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In the previous research, laboratory tests were performed in order to measure the expansion of vermiculite upon heating and to
convert it into expansion pressure. Based on these test results, this study mainly focuses on experimental field tests conducted to
verify that expansion pressure obtained by heating vermiculite materials is enough to break massive and hard granite rock with an
intention to excavate the tunnel. Hexahedral granite specimens with a circular hole perforated in the center were constructed for
the experimental tests. The circular holes were filled with vermiculite plus thermal conduction and then heated using the cartridge
heater. As a result, all of hexahedral granite specimens had cracks in the surface after 700-second thermal heating and were finally
spilt into two pieces completely. The specimen of larger size only requires more heating time and expansion pressure. The material
properties of granite rocks, whichwere obtained from the experimental tests, were utilized to produce finite elementmodels used for
numerical analyses.The analysis results show good agreementwith the experimental results in terms of initial cracking, propagation
direction, and expansion pressure.

1. Introduction

In this study, new technical methodology used to break hard
rocks such as granite and marble by utilizing vermiculite’s
expansion pressure is mainly addressed for the purpose of
excavating the underground tunnel easier. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, vermiculite materials provided by thermal heating can
be expanded up to 20 times in volume [1, 2], thereby generat-
ing a considerable amount of internal pressure in the confined
space. Intense heat directly applied to vermiculite rapidly
above about 200∘C temperature enables moisture including
interlayer water to be changed into steam, and vaporization
pressure immediately formed exfoliates the interlayer of
vermiculite [3, 4].This exfoliation is associated with a sudden
release of water molecules between vermiculite layers and
also hydroxyl water gradually released on heating from
about 500∘C to 850∘C. The rapidly vaporized water causes
a disruptive effect upon the vermiculite particles. In the
previous research, indoor laboratory tests were performed

by imposing heat treatment on the stainless steel tube filled
with vermiculite including thermal conduction (i.e., SiC so-
called silicon carbide) [5]. Once the cartridge heater heats
up enough, the expansion of vermiculite takes place in the
stainless steel tube.

The companion research paper dealt with a series of
step-by-step process: (a) measure the expansion of the
stainless steel tube in the radial direction, (b) calibrate the
measurement by eliminating the expansion of the stainless
steel tube itself caused by the thermal effect, and finally
(c) compute internal pressure created by the expansion
of vermiculite [6]. Although expansion pressure can be
generated by vermiculate materials upon heating through
previously conducted laboratory tests, it is more necessary
to validate that the amount of generating pressure shall be
strong enough to break a lump of hard granite or marble.
With an aim to put to practical use for this new research
development, experimental field tests conducted on full-scale
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(a) Before expansion (b) After expansion

Figure 1: Thermal expansion of the vermiculite materials.

models of granite rocks are mainly treated in this study. In
general, typical rocks result in brittle materials that possess
compressive strength much greater than tensile strength and
ultimately fail with uncertainty. Therefore, on the basis of
experimental test results, finite element analyses that are
intended to be performed for predicting both failure routes
and cracking pressure are accompanied with this study.

This paper reviews the companion paper that handles not
only themeasurement of vermiculite’s thermal expansion but
also the calculation of expansion pressure in the stainless
steel tube. Based on the results of laboratory tests previously
conducted, internal pressure applied to experimental granite
specimens can be determined. Three hexahedral granite
specimens are designed with different geometric sizes which
have a significant influence on internal pressure to break the
granite specimens.The circular hole is perforated at the center
of the specimen and filled with vermiculite and silicon car-
bide compounds after inserting the cartridge heater. Mixed
compounds in the circular hole are heated using the cartridge
heater until hexahedral granite specimens are completely
spilt into two pieces. Finite element (FE) models are set for
calibrating them to the experimental test results, and refined
FE analyses are conducted for comparative investigation.
Finally, the relationship between specimen size and initial
cracking pressure is examined after the FE analyses.

2. Previous Laboratory Tests

Indoor laboratory tests were conducted to compute internal
pressure arising due to the expansion of vermiculite subjected

to heating. The key instrumentations for the laboratory tests
are illustrated in Figure 2. Instead of using natural granite
rocks, stainless steel tubes filled with vermiculite, silicon car-
bide, and cartridge heater in series were utilized to estimate
their radial expansion [5, 6]. Silicon carbide typically utilized
as a heat conductor is required to be mixed with vermiculite
materials including insulation properties. Therefore, all of
test models were fabricated at equal mixture ratios by weight
between vermiculite and silicon carbide so as to transmit
heat to vermiculite particles completely. The cartridge heater
inserted into the stainless steel tube was connected to the
electric controller able to regulate the temperature. When
silicon carbide mixed with vermiculite has been conducted
with heat produced by the cartridge heater, vermiculite starts
to expand inside the stainless steel tube. The vermiculite
volume expanded in the confined space uniformly emanates
internal pressure toward the radial direction of the stainless
steel tube, and thus internal pressure can be evaluated by
measuring the radius of the expanded stainless steel tube
in real time. The laboratory tests verify that the amount
of expansion varies depending on parametric conditions
related to vermiculite particle size, particle mixing ratio, and
thermal capacity. Optimal conditions which accomplish the
best efficiency for raising expansion pressure under the same
temperature were determined based on observing the test
results.

Instrumentations for measuring thermal expansion are
presented in Figure 3. The light-emitting diode (LED) sensor
made up of the transmitter and the receiver was utilized
to measure the extent of thermal expansion. The stainless
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Figure 2: Stainless steel tube filled with vermiculate, silicon carbide
(SiC), and heater.

steel tubes were placed on the middle distance between two
devices so as to block up the LED beam that the transmitter
sent out. The receiver detected the size of the LED beam
band that passed through the stainless steel tube, and thus the
amount of radial expansion could be computed bymeasuring
clearance distance between the surface of the expanded tube
and the edge of the LED beam. In addition to expansion
created by the change of vermiculite volume, the expansion
of the stainless tube is also caused by temperature change
by radiating heat. In an effort to take expansion arising
due to the change of vermiculite volume into considera-
tion for the evaluation of internal pressure, the amount of
radial expansion should be calibrated by removing thermal
expansion on the stainless steel tube itself. Including the
temperature on the surface of the stainless steel tube, thermal
imaging contours were detected by using the infrared camera
[7]. As of 20∘C reference temperatures, both expansion size
and surface temperature were measured until the cartridge
heater reached the temperature of 900∘C. On the basis of the
indoor laboratory tests, internal pressures calculated by the
calibrated expansion of the stainless steel tube are applied to
the granite rock specimens used for the experimental field
tests.

3. Test Setup

The hexahedral granite specimens are set up to perform the
experimental field tests with an intension to verify that inter-
nal pressures generated by using the expansion of vermiculite
are adequate to break hard rock across the perforated hole.
Figure 4 shows the details of experimental test specimens.
All of experimental test specimens are designedwith 400mm
uniform height (i.e., 𝐻 = 400mm shown in Figure 4).
Three model cases are classified according to the size of the
square (i.e., 𝐿 × 𝐿mm) such as 200mm × 200mm for Case 1,
250mm × 250mm for Case 2, and 300mm × 300mm for
Case 3. The circular holes designed with 49mm diameter
and 300mm depth are perforated at the center of the
specimens.The cartridge heaterswith 24mmdiameter, which
can transfer electric energy into thermal energy, are installed
by inserting them into the perforated holes. Interfacial gaps
between cartridge heater and side surface around the cylinder
hole are filled with vermiculite and silicon carbide.

The setup for experimental field tests is given to Figure 5.
Including the cartridge heater, the instrumentation of the
Case 1 model is shown in this figure. The material proper-
ties of granite rocks are obtained by uniaxial loading tests
performed in accordance with the standard rule and taken
as 135MPa for ultimate compression strength and 14MPa for
ultimate tension strength. The heating rate of the cartridge
heater increases approximately 1∘C per second until the
temperature arrives at 600∘C. Thereafter, it slowly increases
about 0.5∘C per second until the temperature reaches up to
900∘C. Finally, the temperature remains constant after reach-
ing 900∘C. In order to compute internal pressure applied
to the granite rock specimens, the indoor laboratory tests
are performed three times under the same condition of the
experimental tests in terms of vermiculite particle size, mix-
ture ratio, cylinder volume, and heating speed. The stainless
steel tube can be assumed to be a thin-walled cylindrical
pressure vessel for the purpose of detecting its expansion
along the radial direction. Detailed procedure to calculate
the expansion pressure is illustrated in the companion paper
[5]. The temperatures of the cartridge heater are measured
in accordance with heating rates and converted into cor-
responding internal pressure in the field test. The exact
measurement of time and temperature will be conducted at
the occurrence of initial cracking and perfect cleavage.

4. Experimental Field Tests

The experimental field tests are performed to form internal
pressure created by applying thermal energy to vermiculite
and silicon carbide compounds filled in the perforated
cylinder hole. The temperature of the cartridge heater, which
results in the source of thermal energy, is steadily increased
with some regular speed rates. These experimental tests are
conducted until the granite rock specimens are completely
spilt into two parts. Figure 6 shows the initial cracking
(IC) images of the massive granite specimens subjected to
uniform internal pressure. The heating temperatures when
individual specimens begin to crack are also presented in this
figure. The initial cracks occur along the shortest path from
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Figure 4: Details of experimental test specimens.

the side surface around the perforated hole to the confined-
free boundary surface (see Figure 4). Each of the model cases
has different internal pressures when initial cracks occur.The
Case 1 model begins to form initial cracks at the moment
arriving at 667∘C temperature, while the Case 3 model resists
against failure under 783∘C temperature. Once proportional
relationships between internal pressure and applied heating
are taken into consideration, granite rock specimens designed
with longer distance from the center hole to the confined-
free boundary surface require larger internal pressures to
reproduce the cracks.The final cracking images for individual
model cases are shown in Figure 7. The ultimate failure
takes place along the critical route which coincides with the
propagation of the initial crack. It can be shown in this
figure that all model cases withstand additional pressure that
propagates sharp cleavage before arriving at the ultimate
failure below 900∘C temperature.

Figure 8 shows internal expansion pressure occurring at
the inside of the perforated cylinder hole during heating.
After 720 s heating time, the Case 1model starts to experience
sharp crack under 85.43MPa internal expansion pressure.
On the other hand, after 960 s heating time, the Case 3
model begins to generate initial crack under 120MPa internal
pressure which is more increased. As shown in Figure 8,
considerable time is required to arrive at the final crack after
initial occurrence, meaning that the propagation of the crack
proceeds slowly. Although the Case 3 model designed with
the longest crack path takes the longest time to break the
granite rock specimen completely, all model cases experience
final cracking under 130Mpa internal pressure corresponding
to 667∘C heating temperature. In fact, the generation of the
initial crack, which gives rise to the loss of the confined effect,
can release internal pressure due to the propagation of cleav-
age. For this reason, internal expansion pressure generated
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Figure 5: Setup for experimental field tests (heater and granite rock at the Case 1 model).

(a) Case 1 model (667∘C) (b) Case 2 model (717∘C) (c) Case 3 model (783∘C)

Figure 6: Initial cracking (IC) images of massive granite subjected to uniform internal pressure.
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(a) Case 1 model (900∘C) (b) Case 2 model (900∘C) (c) Case 3 model (900∘C)

Figure 7: Final cracking (FC) images of massive granite subjected to uniform pressure.
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Figure 8: Internal pressure of the perforated cylinder holes.

on the granite specimen does not arrive till the value of
130MPa and thus can be accurately estimated immediately
prior to the occurrence of the initial crack. In the next chapter,
refined finite element (FE) models are constructed with solid
elements which are fabricated based on the compatibility
theorem in the continuous displacement field. FE analyses
are conducted by applying internal pressures before the initial
crack to the cylinder hole. Finally, axial stress, logarithm
strain, and the probability of the failure (e.g., cracking and
crushing) are investigated based on the analysis results.

5. Analytical Verification

The distance from the center of the perforated hole to the
confined-free boundary surface, which is considered to be
a significant design parameter, is minutely investigated to
correlate with internal pressure through finite element (FE)
analyses. The refined FE models with material and geometric

nonlinearities are constructed by using the ABAQUS pro-
gram [8]. The refined FE analyses are performed on these
models subjected to the loading history with pseudo-static
time. The modeling attributes for the FE analyses are pre-
sented in Figure 9.Thematerial properties obtained from the
experimental field tests are assigned to individual FE models
designed in accordancewith the size of corresponding experi-
mental specimens.The holes are actually perforated with reg-
ular spacing in an effort to break hard rocks effectively when
underground tunnels are drilled. Due to the position of these
holes periodically aligned, the experimental test specimens
are constructed on the scale of the unit cell, which contains
one perforated hole and the effective distance referred to as
half of center-to-center hole distance. Four Case 1 models are
assembled to make a new Case 4 model with four perforated
holes (see Figure 9(b)) so that the effect of spacing between
two holes may be examined through FE analyses. All of FE
models aremade up of three-dimensional (3D) solid elements
and divided into structure-meshed parts with an intension to
regularly arrange these generated elements (see Figure 9(a)).
The same loading history imposed on the experimental test
can be generated using the amplitude tool associated with the
pseudo-static time function and applied to the internal hole
as the form of uniform pressure.The bottom of the FE model
shall be fixed to prevent the rigid body motion.

The granite rocks are generally classified as the brittle
material in that they possess much larger ultimate com-
pression strength than ultimate tension strength. Accord-
ingly, tensile cracking results in more critical failure than
compressive crushing. For this reason, the nonlinear mate-
rial model that coincides with real material behavior shall
be used to achieve analytical prediction accurately. In the
ABAQUS program, the behavior of the typical rock can
be reproduced using the damaged concrete material model
that takes the discrepancy of ultimate strength between
tension and compression into consideration for numerical
analyses [8]. The stress and strain curve simulated by the
damaged concrete model is presented in Figure 10. Ultimate
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(a) Mesh generation (b) BCs and internal pressure

Figure 9: Finite element models.
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Figure 10: Typical material properties for brittle rock materials.
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) are taken as 14MPa and 135MPa, respectively, deter-

mined from the experimental field tests. The uniaxial strain
corresponding to ultimate compression strength is taken as
the value of 0.002 radians, as typically utilized in the concrete
material [9, 10]. The elastic modulus can be calculated by
ultimate compression strength divided by the corresponding
axial strain. The probability of failure occurrence can be
controlled by the limit of uniaxial strain [11, 12], indicating
0.005 radians for 99% occurrence probability under tension
(𝛼
2
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) and 0.010 radians for 99% occurrence probability
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), respectively. At these strain limits,

resistance strength under tension is nearly zero while that
under compression is applied to 13.5MPa (𝑘

1
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).

The FE models are composed of the solid elements with
continuous displacement fields and thus do not have any
discontinuous crack between adjacent elements, depending
on the compatibility theory. It is difficult to accurately meas-
ure stress acting on the granite specimens after the onset of
cracking because internal pressure generated by the expan-
sion of vermiculite acting around the cylinder hole is released
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Figure 11: Initial cracking (IC) pressure compared between field test
results and FE analysis results.

through small gaps. Similar to the experimental field test,
FE models made on the basis of the compatibility theory
are very challenging to detect the release distributed over
the discontinuous displacement field as well after initial
cracking. Furthermore, initial cracking is considered to be
a severe failure in that the granite rock propagates cracks
along the critical path with the loss of resistance as time
goes by. It can be decided in the FE analysis that granite
rock specimens are subjected to initial cracking when the
probability of failure controlled by the strain limit arrives at
99%. Internal pressure imposed on the FEmodel is measured
at that time and compared to other internal pressure obtained
from the experimental field test under the same condition. As
shown in Figure 11, analysis results showgood agreementwith
experimental test results for all model cases. As expected,
internal pressure required to break the granite rock specimen
is in proportion to the shortest distance from the center of the
cylinder hole to the confined-free boundary surface.

It is also necessary to examine axial and shear strains
distributed over the granite rock specimen at the begin-
ning of crack propagation because the probability of failure
occurrence is determined by the axial strain limit. The strain
field contours under initial cracking pressure for individual
FE models are presented in Figure 12. The initial cracking
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Figure 12: Strain field contours under initial cracking pressure for individual test models.
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Figure 13: Probability of crushing occurrence determined based on excessive compression strain.

pressures determined by FE analysis results are 85MPa for
the Case 1 model (and also Case 4 model), 102MPa for
the Case 2 model, and 120MPa for the Case 3 model,
respectively. The first acronym shown in the figure (i.e., LE)
indicates logarithm strain. The following acronym such as
11 and 22 represents the x-axis equivalent to the horizontal
direction and the y-axis equivalent to the vertical direction,
respectively. LE11 shows principal axial strain along the x-
axis while LE22 has principal one along the y-axis. For
this reason, the distribution of the LE11 field contours is
fully opposite to that of the LE22 field contours. The LE12
acronym indicates the xy-axis equivalent to the direction that
is rotated 45 degrees from either x- or y-axis. Therefore, LE12
shows principal shear strain along the direction rotated 45
degrees from the principal axis. The blue-colored contours
indicate the distribution of uniaxial compression strain while
the red-colored contours indicate that of uniaxial tension
strain. As seen in Figure 12, all FE models completely exceed
the limit of 0.005-radian strain, which is equivalent to 99%
failure probability under tension. The Cases 2 and 3 models

exceed the compression strain limit equivalent to 99% failure
probability under compression.On the other hand, bothCase
1 model and Case 4 model exhibit maximum strain ranging
between 0.005 radians and 0.01 radians. The Case 4 model
was constructed by stacking four Case 1 models face to face
in perfect alignment, thereby repeating the same distribution
as the strain contour of the Case 1 model.

The probabilities for failure occurrence under com-
pression and tension are presented in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively, as the form of the field contour. The low
failure possibility can be characterized by the blue-colored
field contour. The contour colors shift from blue to red as
the probability of failure occurrence increases. The strong
possibility of failure occurrence under compression mostly
takes place around the cylinder hole. The Cases 2 and 3
models reach as much as 99% failure probability while the
Cases 1 and 4 models arrive at 65% failure probability. It is
because the former two models are subjected to larger initial
cracking pressure than the latter two models (e.g., 120MPa
for the Case 3 model and 85MPa for the Case 1 model).
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Figure 14: Probability of cracking occurrence determined based on excessive tension strain.

Nearly zero compression failure possibilities are observed at
the confined-free boundary surfaces. On the contrary, all FE
models under initial cracking pressure are susceptible to 99%
failure probability under tension.Theoccurrence of the initial
cracking failure, which can be simulated by FE analyses, is
located along the shortcut between the center of the cylinder
hole and the confined-free boundary surface, and thus it
coincides with the failure path observed at the experimental
field test. Accordingly, initial cracking caused by tension
force results in the dominate failure model. In general, it is
concluded that FEmodels calibrated to the experimental tests
are able to predict initial cracking pressure and the failure
path accurately according to individual model cases designed
with different design parameters.

6. Conclusions

The experimental field tests are performed in this study
so as to examine whether expansion pressure generated by
heating vermiculite is enough to break the granite rock during

the excavation of the tunnel. In the previous research, the
stainless steel tubes filled with vermiculite and silicon carbide
were heated by using the cartridge heaters, and then their
radial expansion was measured to convert into expansion
pressure. The expansion pressure of the stainless steel tube
can be easily regulated by particle size, mixture ratio, and
heating condition. In the experimental field tests, internal
pressure which is applied to the cylindrical hole perforated
at the granite rock specimen is also estimated based on
this previous indoor laboratory test. After these field tests,
it is guaranteed that internal pressure arising due to the
expansion of vermiculite is appropriate to break the granite
rock specimens. As the distance between the center of the
perforated cylinder hole and the confined-free boundary sur-
face increases, internal pressure required to break out initial
cracking gradually increases as well. After initial cracking
takes place in the granite rock specimen, the effect of releasing
internal pressure is observed during the experimental field
test. The propagation of the crack continues to proceed
slowly until the granite specimen is completely spilt into two
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parts. For more comparative investigation, FE models are
constructed based on material properties that are obtained
from the experimental tests, and thereafter pseudo-static FE
analyses are conducted in this study. Once the probability
of failure occurrence, which is controlled by the limit of
tension strain (0.005 radians), exceeds the value of 99% on
the field contour, initial cracking may occur at the FE model.
Initial pressure that generates the initial failure shows good
agreement between experimental results and analysis results.
Furthermore, the path of crack propagation, which is formed
along the shortest straight-line distance from the center of
the cylinder hole to the confined-free boundary surface, is
similarly observed at both results compared to each other. In
the future, the relationship between the amount of internal
pressure and the distance of the crack path will be predicted
through these FE analyses and finally used for optimal design
that makes the best use of vermiculite’s thermal expansion.
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